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Set your course
for a vibrant
coastal lifestyle
Navigator Apartments, on the seafront
in Lyall Bay, presents buyers with the
opportunity to own a new apartment
in an exceptional location.
For those with a taste for luxurious living, the residences at
Navigator Apartments are more affordable than similar premium
waterfront apartments in Wellington.
Designed by local firm Rêve Architects, the seven-storey building
contains 51 two, three, and four-bedroom units, configured to suit
the chosen lifestyles of their occupants.
Residents can revel in exhilarating lines of sight across Lyall Bay and
toward Cook Strait, whether relaxing in their apartments or socialising
in The Yard – the central courtyard that provides a sheltered, sunny,
natural space for communal entertaining.
Other mod cons include an indoor heated swimming pool, spa, sauna,
gym, and a private cinema. The building has an environmentally efficient
design, and its seafront location is a guarantee that the magnificent
coastal views afforded to residents cannot be built out.

Live in your element – where the seaside
meets urban refinement.
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VIEWFINDER
Clever structural and interior design creates a "look-through" effect
– a smooth visual flow from The Yard to the Lyall Parade seafront.
Access to apartments in levels 3 to 5 is from a common walkway
on level 4. This smart piece of design allows residents to enjoy
unobstructed views of The Yard and northward, as well as vistas
to the south across Lyall Bay to the Cook Strait horizon.
Stacker doors on the South Wing beach frontage can be slid back
entirely to create a seamless transition between the exterior
and the interior.

Inspired by the dynamic natural environment, Lyall Bay’s rich maritime
and aeronautical associations, and local building typologies, Navigator
Apartments will become a distinctive landmark in an awakening area:

ÌÌ
The asymmetrical, crinkled facade of the south wing of the building,
facing the sea, represents the ridged sandstone beds on the
foreshore, eroded by the ceaseless action of waves and wind.

ÌÌ
Claddings of blonded wood on exterior wing walls and soffits
resemble the piles of driftwood often found on the beach.

ÌÌ
Plants trailing over the roof lines, and added to shared open spaces
and balconies, mimic the cliff-face habitat of Wellington’s hardy
coastal shrubs.

The Yard: landscaped internal courtyard.
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Meet the crew

Four faces of the Navigator

RÊVE ARCHITECTURE

Architects & master planners
Established in 2011 by partners Michael Stonyer
and Sian Robinson, Rêve Architecture Ltd is
a contemporary, innovative and passionate
architectural practice in Wellington.
Michael and Sian, both highly experienced and
qualified architects, believe that a successful
piece of architecture interprets the client’s brief,
and the environmental and social context, to create
a building that is memorable, enduring, and useful.
Navigator Apartments is the result of a collaborative
process between bold minds with a vision to
enhance and transform an underused part of
Lyall Bay. The site offers unique, unrestricted views
of Wellington’s south coast, with outlook to the
horizon, a large footprint, and close proximity to
public transport links, shopping areas, services
infrastructure, and recreational facilities.
The building is shaped to capture the vistas,
shield from prevailing winds, and receive the sun.
Its dynamic form uses analogies of uplift and erosion
to tie it to its location. It’s a building that aspires
to become a landmark of Lyall Bay, and a highly
desirable residence.

FARRELL CONSTRUCTION
Builders

Farrell Construction, a Christchurch-based, awardwinning commercial construction company, is
the building contractor for Navigator Apartments.
Farrell’s construction team specialises in
concrete, carpentry, interior fit out and structures,
with the ability to call on experienced project
managers, estimators and quantity surveyors.
They employ highly skilled trades staff, foremen,
site managers and project managers experienced
in large construction projects.
Farrell Construction has successfully completed
commercial restoration projects around
Christchurch, including the Isaac Theatre Royal
and the University of Canterbury Central Library.
They've also been working on new builds, such
as Countdown Amberley, Nazareth Care Convent
and Chapel, and residential developments.
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Their expertise constructing buildings in
earthquake-prone areas is especially relevant
to the Navigator Apartments project.

KSS PROPERTIES
Developer

Tom Smith has been an Auckland-based
property developer for some years and has
overseen a number of successful projects.
Tom's entrepreneurial career has deep roots
– he has led business ventures in printing and
publishing, digital marketing, e-commerce,
and IT systems over a period of decades. For
his first venture south of the Bombays, Tom
wanted to realise his vision for a unique coastal
apartment complex that would combine luxury
with affordability. It would offer buyers the
opportunity to live the lifestyle of their choice,
with major investment potential.

URBAN PERSPECTIVES
Planner and RM consultant

Peter Coop of Urban Perspectives Ltd in
Wellington led the team that prepared and
compiled the resource consent application.
A highly qualified specialist in strategic
planning and resource consent consultation
with more than 30 years’ experience, Peter
has lodged and obtained numerous significant
resource consents for clients, including
multinational corporations and government
departments. He has extensive knowledge of
the Wellington City Council’s District Plan, and
guided the design of Navigator Apartments,
as it evolved, to avoid or mitigate the
environmental impacts of the proposal.

MALCOLM HUNT ASSOCIATES
Acoustic consultant

Malcolm Hunt, a highly qualified and experienced
expert, has been director of the acoustics
consulting company that bears his name since
1992. Malcolm and his small team of specialist
staff have earned a solid reputation for

providing clients with acoustic assessment
and design projects, including the provision
of audit services and expert witness capabilities
in court. His company has successfully assisted
clients to gain consent for projects as diverse
as power stations, motorways, schools and
childcare centres.
Malcolm’s team played a key role in the
project, by assessing the environmental noise
received on site and providing the construction
measures required to mitigate the effect of
this noise. Malcolm’s extensive knowledge of
environmental noise and sound transmission
has been invaluable in creating an apartment
building that will provide a comfortable and
peaceful space for its occupants to live in.

WRAIGHT + ASSOCIATES
Landscape designer
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OPPOSITE THE BIG BLUE: SOUTH WING

NORTH BY EAST

All the apartments in the South Wing have spectacular views of the beach
and the sea through full-height glazing. The glass is set at varying angles,
which creates intriguing reflection effects in the sunlight.

The North Wing is stepped in the middle in a “V” to bring sunshine
into The Yard. The design allows all apartments to receive direct
sunlight throughout the year.

Vertical aluminium louvres, powder-coated the same colour as wharf
timbers, are placed discreetly on the facades for privacy screening.
The undulating floor and roof plates are reminiscent of the sand dunes
near the building.

The eight apartments in the North Wing are large, with generous decks,
northern aspect sun, and views over Rongotai. The decks are recessed,
with frosted glass balustrades to preserve privacy.

Along the sea-facing eaves, a brass brise soleil is tapered to resemble
a wing-tip – alluding to the nearby airport. The use of brass also recalls
ship fittings, and reflects Cook Strait’s maritime heritage.

BETWEEN COAST & SUBURBIA: WEST WING
On the Kingsford Smith Street side, the richly layered, paneled facade
of the West Wing evokes the area’s commercial background. All the
apartments in the West Wing enjoy stunning beach views.

NORTH WING

Nicole Thompson, lead landscape architect for
the Navigator Apartments project, is co-director,
with Megan Wraight, of Wraight + Associates
Ltd. Nicole, a landscape architect with more than
20 years’ experience, has a particular interest
in design solutions that combine environmental
sustainability with sophisticated, stimulating
forms. Her work has included large-scale projects
such as Centre Port, Waitangi Park, and the multi
award-winning Victoria Park project in Auckland.
Nicole has brought sensibility and flair to the
landscape design for Navigator Apartments.
Her vision complements the building’s
architectural detailing and proportions, and
provides recreational spaces for residents,
balancing their need for privacy with shared
amenity. Nicole’s design brings together
functionality with interpretations of Wellington’s
coastal margins. This is reflected in The Yard,
and in the textures and colours on the building’s
exterior, contributed by planters with native
flowering species, and climbing plants supported
on tensioned cables.
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SOUTH WING
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EVANS BAY PARADE

10 mins drive to
Wellington city
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Evans Bay
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LEISURE & OTHER

RETAIL

A.

Boutique brewery ParrotDog’s
cellar door / Nice Takeaways

L.

Time Cinema

H.

Bunnings Warehouse

M.

Rongotai College

I.

Pak’nSave

B.

Spruce Goose restaurant

N.

Lyall Bay Bowling Club

J.

PostShop / Kiwibank

C.

Maranui SLSC & Cafe

O.

Lyall Bay Surf Life Saving Club

K.

D.

Queen Sally’s Diamond Deli

P.

Kilbirnie Recreation Centre

E.

The Botanist cafe

Q.

ASB Sports Centre

Briscoes, Noel Leeming,
Kathmandu, The Warehouse,
Rebel Sport, Godfreys

F.

Elements Cafe

R.

CityFitness

G.

Seaview Takeaways
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ÌÌ
Surfing on the eastern side of the bay
ÌÌ
Safe swimming at the western end of the beach
ÌÌ
Kiteboarding and windsurfing in a southerly
ÌÌ
Coastal and beach walks
ÌÌ
Cycling around the south coast, and Miramar peninsula – beach
ÌÌ
Proximity to public transport links, including the airport,

EN D

O
TAVIST

A charismatic
quarter

Delight in living within sight of the surf – with
everything you need to enjoy the local lifestyle.
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Lyall Bay is one of the finest stretches of seashore
in the vicinity of Wellington city,
and doubles as a popular surfing beach.

HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS
ÌÌ
The seafront apartments face across Lyall Bay to Cook Strait,
that temperamental channel discovered by the Polynesian
genius Kupe (“the Navigator”), who in legend chased a giant
octopus across to the Sounds. Another maritime luminary who
passed close by was Tupaia, the expert Tahitian navigator
who voyaged with Cook. Cook Strait continues to be a vital
waterway for cargo, vehicles, and travellers.

It has the feel of a coastal town away from the hustle and bustle, yet
it’s only 10 minutes’ drive to the bright lights of downtown. Amenities
within easy reach include major and boutique retailers, public transport,
Wellington airport, Miramar Golf Club, sports fields, and cafes – all adding
to the lifestyle potential of the exquisite seaside location. Navigator
Apartments stands in a part of the bay that’s steadily being transformed
from predominantly warehouses to a more diverse neighbourhood.

ÌÌ
Lyall Bay was named after Dr David Lyall, a Royal Navy medical
officer, naturalist, and adventurer, who took part in a survey
cruise around the area in 1847. Earlier, the locality was known
as False Bay after several ships were wrecked when captains
mistook the rocky outlets for the entrance to Wellington Harbour.

ÌÌ
The Wairarapa Earthquake of 1855 uplifted the Rongotai

This trend has attracted large national retailers such as The Warehouse
and Bunnings into the locality, which in turn has stimulated business
for cafes and shops. Lyall Bay now boasts an eclectic mix of residential
housing, national and specialty retailers, warehouses, commercial
premises, cafes, golf and surf clubs, and a brewery. The four retail spaces
on the ground floor level of Navigator Apartments will accommodate quality
tenants, that will further enliven the area.

isthmus and made reclamation of the area possible, paving
the way for residential and airport development.

ÌÌ
The airport dominates the eastern side of Lyall Bay. It started
as Rongotai Airport with a grass runway in 1929, and opened
officially in 1935, but the grass surface often became unusable
during winter. The current airport was opened in 1959, and is
now New Zealand's third busiest.

ÌÌ
Two surf lifesaving clubs - Maranui and Lyall Bay - are sited
close to one another on the beach. They have each been
training surf lifeguards for more than 100 years.

ÌÌ
Lyall Parade was the site of the 1939-1940 New Zealand
centenary exhibition. The exhibition grounds covered about
55 acres, and attracted 2.6 million visitors despite World War II.

Embed yourselves – be part of a contemporary
community in an area rich in history.
 
The Botanist cafe has rejuvenated a
formerly neglected structure, and now
it’s a breezy beachside brunch spot.
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Be part of this
little neighbourhood
with a big heart

HOT OFF THE PRESS
ÌÌ
CNN rated Wellington one of the
world’s eight top coffee cities.

ÌÌ
National Geographic endorsed
Wellington as one of the six best
cities in the world for food lovers.
The famous mag also identified Lyall
Bay as offering the best beach eats,
singling out Maranui Cafe, Spruce
Goose, and Seaview Takeaways.

THE SPIRIT OF THE COMMUNITY
Maranui Cafe, with its eclectic Kiwiana surf club vibe, is
the showpiece of the Lyall Bay strip. The cafe’s recent
history typifies the spirit of the community. In 2009, an
electrical fire nearly destroyed the building housing the
surf lifesaving club and the cafe. It burned more than a
century’s worth of community history and memorabilia.

  
Boutique brewery ParrotDog’s cellar

door is over the road on Kingsford
Smith Street. Pop across on a Saturday
afternoon and grab a Nice Takeaway brew.

The establishment was closed indefinitely. Demolition
was imminent, but the locals rallied around and forced
a stay of execution.
The council later came to the party, and even other
cafes offered a portion of their takings to help refurbish
the historic site. After a mammoth rebuilding effort,
the surf lifesaving club and cafe reopened in 2010.
There was another fire in 2012 which damaged the
outer walls of the building. Undeterred, the cafe opened
for business the next day, though with a revised menu.

Sally’s Diamond Deli, opened as a
stop-gap by Maranui Cafe’s owners
following the 2009 fire, proved
so popular it has stayed open.


 
For aviation addicts,
Spruce Goose by the airport
is a well-regarded restaurant
housed in a repurposed airport
building, with close-up views
of the runway and the surf.

 
Maranui Cafe, offering
great coffee, light
dishes (many vegan)
and milkshakes, is
right on the water.
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51

Apartment Typologies
& Interiors

03

Apartments

22
Two-bedroom
units

17

Three-bedroom units
(some with
an extra study)

12

Generous 2.75m-high ceilings,
with 3m-high ceilings in the
roof-top penthouses

Mix of single and
double-storey apartments

The basement of the building has
space for car parks and storage
lockers for each apartment

Four-bedroom units

15

At ground level, there are car parks,
storage lockers, two lobbies, two
driveways, and four retail spaces

Dual-key apartments
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MICHELLE ANDERSON
Interior designer

Michelle of Michelle Anderson Consulting has a background in interior
design in both residential and commercial environments that spans
more than a decade. She has a passion for design, architecture and
working with people. Brought in for the conceptual design of the interiors
of Navigator Apartments, Michelle interpreted the brief by introducing a
nautical flavour, reflecting the beach location, while maintaining a clean,
contemporary tone. Her light, fresh interior design work creates a feeling
of luxurious domesticity in the apartments, set against the unique
backdrop of Lyall Bay.

BEDROOMS
All bedrooms have full-height windows and glazed doors. The outlook
onto private open spaces and spectacular views distinguishes Navigator
Apartments from a typical inner-city or residential complex.
The ceilings are of an ample height, and this combines with open-plan
living areas to lend a spacious feel to all the interiors.
The fully synthetic carpet from the Caress Collection, supplied by
Jacobsen, combines the ultimate in luxury with superior durability.
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BATHROOMS

Bathrooms are surfaced from floor to ceiling with large-format Italian
porcelain tiles. Underfloor heating, frameless toughened glass showers,
and double-dipped chrome fittings complete Navigator Apartments'
bathrooms to the highest standard.
Designed with convenience and efficiency in mind: bedrooms are
separated from each other by bathrooms for privacy, and the apartments
have a 1:1 ratio of bedrooms to bathrooms.
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KITCHENS
In the kitchens, the effective use of space for socialising, storage, food
preparation, and dining, together with a design that accentuates natural
light, creates a pleasurable environment. Quality is evident in the fittings,
Fisher & Paykel whiteware – including pyrolytic, self-cleaning ovens – and
engineered stone benchtops.

The Yard provides recreational spaces for residents, and
balances their need for privacy with shared amenity.

The elegant, contemporary cabinetry is finished in lacquer satin paint,
with tawa veneer on selected faces, and recessed, extruded handles.
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At the heart of Navigator Apartments is a generous, sun-filled, sheltered
courtyard – “The Yard”. It can be accessed by all residents, and offers a
host of modern, shared amenities.

Timber boardwalks and large-format paving surround the central lawn.
There are interesting plantings of coastal and forest shrubs and trees,
including a specimen kowhai tree.

The design of The Yard effectively creates two frontages for light and
views. Shielded from airport sound, wind and waves, look-through living
spaces connect The Yard with the external environment.

The Yard has all the bells and whistles when it comes to amenities –
indoor heated swimming pool, spa pool, sauna, fitness gym and changing
area, and a private cinema.

This large open space brings year-round sunshine into the centre of the
building, enhanced by a southern wall of sun-absorbing panelling that
creates a pleasant micro-climate.

The 10 apartments adjacent to The Yard carry vertical aluminium louvres
on windows and patios for privacy where sightlines are a concern.
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Unwind in style.
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1ST (GROUND) FLOOR
10 single-storey apartments, all of which can
be accessed either from The Yard, or internally.
All units have private yards and/or decks,
and this level includes shared amenities –
swimming pool, spa, gym, sauna, and changing
facilities, as well as The Yard itself.
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2ND FLOOR
12 one-storey apartments, all with private open
spaces. Two of the units are dual-key. All can be
accessed internally, or from The Yard below.
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3RD FLOOR
12 apartments, with 5 single-storey apartments
accessed from this level; and 7 double-storey
apartments accessed from the floor above.
All apartments come with private decks,
and 7 are dual-key.
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4TH FLOOR
21 apartments in total, with 3 single-level
apartments solely accessed off this level.
The remainder are double-storey apartments,
with 7 apartments steeping down to the floor
below, and 11 apartments stepping up to the
floor above.
All have private decks.
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5TH FLOOR
14 apartments, of which 3 are single-storey
apartments. Double-storey apartments with
their second level on the floor level below
make up the remainder.
All suites enjoy magnificent coastal views.
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GET IN TOUCH
+64 21 177 3677
Chris.kennedy@raywhite.com

“I am both honoured and excited to be appointed
head agent for this unique and potentially iconic
apartment complex. If the early interest from my
fellow agents and my buyers is any gauge to how
popular these apartments will be, the uptake will
be very quick.
Navigator Apartments is all about sophistication,
location and distinction.
I'm looking forward to introducing this premium
product to the most discerning of buyers.”
Chris Kennedy | Lead real estate agent, Ray White Wellington City
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The information provided in this brochure is preliminary information prepared prior to commencement of construction. It has been prepared in reliance
on information supplied by the vendor and third party suppliers to the project. It contains selective information, and prospective purchasers should
seek independent advice and verification and not rely solely on the information provided here to make a purchase decision. This information is for
guidance only and does not form part of any contract. Ray White (Real Estate) Limited Licensed (REAA 2008).
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